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Chopping and blending made easy with the Herzberg HG-5056 Mini Chopper. A versatile remarkable kitchen tool that is
very handy in assisting all your cooking needs. This mini chopper quickly chops any tough vegetables in an instant. Made
from a BFA free container and a very sharp food-grade stainless steel blades, proven and tested to be toxic-free and healthy
food preparation. Eco-friendly and does not require any power supply such a battery or electricity, this manual hand operated
chopper. Perfect for slicing and mixing vegetable/fruit salads, cutting various foods for baby, chopping nuts, herbs, veggies,
pesto, hummus, salsa, guacamole, meat for meatloaf, ice, and more. It can be used equally well as a vegetable chopper, salad
chopper, onion chopper, garlic chopper, herb chopper or as a general-purpose manual food chopper. This powerful mini
chopper has a 5 high-quality stainless steel blades that is rust and corrosion-free and do not change the chemical composition
of the food ingredient while it's being cut. The comfortable soft-grip lid offers a firm and easiness while using the chopper.
The top lid has a pull tab mechanism that holds the blade pole and ensures a leak-free chopping. Safe to use, blade a
completely concealed, nonslip base and non-toxic materials. The blades, bowl, and lids are all dishwasher safe and easy to



clean and its easy to assemble and disassemble.  No more electric food choppers which can be prone to failure, take a long
time to clean and it creates a lot of noise. Enjoy the smart and easy life in every tedious kitchen task and experience this
innovative chopper and blender, only from Herzberg! 

 

 

 

Features: 

Fast and convenient food chopper and blender combo Handheld, manual, pull tab mechanism Powerful, versatile,  durable
construction Design for perfect cutting and mixing of food ingredients Made from a BPA free food safe plastic container 
High-quality food-grade stainless steel blades High-quality BPA free food safe mixer paddle Easy to use, time-saving and no
power supply Comfortable soft grip and ergonomically design Beautiful and modern design Ecofriendly and non-toxic
materials Does not require electricity or batteries Safe to use, blade a completely concealed, nonslip base and non-toxic
materials Safe lock for a leak-free chopping and mixing Easy to clean and dishwasher safe

 

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Herzberg Color: Green Bowl Material: BPA free ABS plastic Blade Material: Food Grade Stainless Steel Lid
Material: BPA free ABS plastic Mechanism: Handheld, Manual Blade: 5 Blades Capacity: 34 Oz

EAN : 5404035003053

ISBN : 8210000

Weight : 0.40 Kg

Volume : 0.00274 m3

(L x l x H) : 14.00 cm x 14.00 cm x 14.00 cm

Box 24  units

Pallet 352  (Units)

Box dimensions 58 cm x 30cm x 46cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg5056-mini-chopper-xml-244-3943.html

